
Satellite accessories, replacement/upgrade LNBs and dishes.

Splitter, diplexer and in -line amplifier

RCA 2 -way satellite splitter. Use to combine or
separate satellite and antenna TV signals.
40-2050MHz. #16-2578

RCA 4 -way satellite splitter. #16-2579

Powered multiswitch. For "whole house"
systems with up to four satellite receivers. Allows
independent selection of all satellite and antenna
TV channels at each receiver. #16-2584
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Portable 18" satellite dish antenna. Perfect for
camping, fishing trips, tailgate parties. It's also an
excellent alternative when a dish antenna can't be
installed permanently. Lightweight and easy to set
up. Base has a built-in level and compass for rapid
positioning. Includes 25 feet of cable that stores in
the base. #930-1002
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Professional satellite -TV diplexer splitter/combiner.
Combines signals from your satellite dish and a TV
antenna so only one coaxial cable is needed to deliver
them to your satellite receiver. Use a second diplexer at
the receiver for hookup to the appropriate input jacks
(satellite or TV antenna). #16-2586

Multiswitches for DIRECTV systems

Passive multiswitch. Allows both satellite and outdoor
antenna signals to travel down a single coaxial cable to be
distributed to up to four receivers. #16-2577

In -line signal amplifier. Recommended when
your installation requires cable run longer than
100 feet between satellite dish and antenna.
13d3 gain. 950-2050MHz. #16-1156
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Deluxe 8 -way multiswitch with passive
UHFNHF. For "whole house" systems with up
to eight satellite receivers. Allows independent
selection of all satellite and antenna TV channels
at each receiver. Wideband outputs. Includes wall -
plug power supply. #930-0827

Portable/temporary dish and accessories

Carrying case for portable dish antenna. Padded
nylon. Protects the 18" portable dish for travel and
storage. #930-1003

Dish aiming made fast and easy

Satellite dish alignment compass. Use your local ZIP
code to obtain the azimuth setting from the satellite
receiver. Then, aim the dish in the direction indicated
by the compass. Easy -to -follow alignment instructions
printed right on the compass. #930-0999

Satellite finder. The fast, accurate way to aim a
satellite dish antenna. Just temporarily install the finder
between the coax to the receiver and the dish. A
meter and audio tone tell you when the dish is
correctly positioned. #930-1000
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Satellite tripod. Complete kit to get your satellite
system up and running quickly and easily. Includes
tripod with carrying case, compass, stakes and level.
#930-1001

LNBs for DIRECTV

Dual LNB. For DIRECTV® multiple satellite receivers.
#16-2529

Satellite C LNB. Receive local channels in select
markets. #16-2525

Red numbers available only through www.RadioShack.com, by special order at our stores or at 1 -800 -THE -SHACK®. For shipping and pricing information, see page 3.


